Today most people in the world live in cities, making city life & urban culture an essential part of their daily experience. It is in cities that the process of globalisation unfolds, making cities key players in the reshaping of our world. 4Cities aims at giving you tools to understand the specific character of cities and their fast changing nature within a globalising world.

4Cities is ...
a two year interdisciplinary international master programme in Urban Studies, organised within the Network of the Universities from the Capitals of Europe (UNICA). The full title of 4Cities is UNICA Euromaster in Urban Studies leading to a jointly awarded MA by six universities. The programme was developed with the financial aid of the European Commission.

4Cities makes you travel ...
you will be a student in Brussels, Vienna, Copenhagen and Madrid including many fieldtrips to other cities... During two years, students travel as a group between the four cities. Exams are organised at the end of each block together with a public presentation of the fieldwork. Each block lasts more or less one semester. Most of the last semester will be spent in a location of your choice, suited to work on your master thesis.

4Cities means ...
experiencing and studying at six different universities. The programme focuses on the processes of globalisation and localisation, Europe as the unit of analysis, interdisciplinarity and internationality, an education built on strong cases, ...

4Cities is leading to...
the necessary knowledge and skills to work in private or government bodies which have the urban as field of action. New city professions like urban policy advise, project management, planning and design, research or media.

For more information please go to www.4cities.eu

or e-mail a local contact: sdecorte@vub.ac.be

4Cities is developed with financial support of the European Commission